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Across

3. A gait that signifies an acute or old 

injury to an extremety

5. The science that deals with X rays and 

other high energy radiation, especially the 

use of such radiation for the diagnosis and 

treatment of disease.

6. Ann and Ken take a yearly trip to Shin 

Pond to enjoy this amazing winter sport.

8. The culmination of Ann's career. 

(Three Words)

14. Breakfast anyone? This delightful 

sweet is the only thing we have see her eat 

for the early morning meal.

15. Causing laughter or amusement; 

humorous

16. Light-hearted and lively (two words)

17. Ann and Ken's home away from home. 

(Two Words)

18. the process or activity of writing or 

naming the letters of a word. (hint: not Ann's 

stronest skill lol)

19. We all have different ones but Ann 

never ever forgot one

21. Ann would never let us wear these type 

of pants made out of denim.

22. Gotta have wheels to get to work. 

Anyone know what Ann drives?

Down

1. Ann had her first date with this 

mechanical engineer and physicist who in 

1985 discovered x-rays. (Two Words)

2. One that provides encouragement or 

emotional help is said to be....

4. A Zesty white wine that is as 

refreshing as a cold lemonade on a hot 

summer's day.

7. Ann has had many of these that are the 

most popular breed in the UK and US. (Two 

Words)

9. Our favorite group meal. ( Two Words)

10. Gotta stay in shape somehow!!! Ann 

prefers this activity.

11. Ever taken fashion advice from our 

Fearless Leader? Well, ask her what color 

underwear not wear under white pants.

12. Ann is a big fan of this gift switching 

game around holidays (Two Words)

13. Ann does this a lot, We usually think 

shes looking for trouble when we see her like 

this.

20. Ann has always encouraged us to work 

as one of these.


